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The Thibodaux Regional critical care director, who’s guided patients and staff through Hurri-
cane Ida, as well as the pandemic, has been named a Healthcare Hero for September.

Jamie P. Falcon began as a phlebotomist at the hospital in 2003 when he was 19. He graduat-
ed from nursing school four years later and became a unit coordinator in 2011. Not long after 
the COVID-19 onset, Falcon was promoted to his current role.

“Overall, I want to do whatever I can to help,” Falcon said. “To help the patients and help the 
people in our community and make sure that our staff has everything they need to do their job 
and just feel supported as a whole.”

Falcon said the whole team at Thibodaux Regional is incredible.

“All the staff that I work with on a daily basis, they go above and beyond,” Falcon said. “They 
do an amazing job, and I really feel that to be successful, you have to be surrounded by  
great people.”

Falcon was nominated by a large team of his coworkers for the leadership he showed during 
the recent Category 4 hurricane and previous ones as well as the pandemic.

One nomination said, “Jamie genuinely cares about Thibodaux Regional, his community, and 
each and every soul he has a pleasure of working with.”

Falcon said he decided early on to pursue healthcare because he wanted to help people.

“It is definitely an honor to be nominated by so many of my co-workers and friends,” Falcon 
said. “I was kind of shocked when I heard the news, but I truly believe it’s an honor; I try to  
do what I can to help everyone, try to do whatever I can to help the patients, staff, and  
our community.”
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Nominate your Healthcare Hero at: houmatoday.com/contests

Congratulations to  
our national honoree: 
JAMIE P. FALCON

from Thibodaux, LA
SEE FULL STORY ON OUR WEBSITE


